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In recent years there his been an increased effort on
the part of historians to recover the historical experience
of-urban Africans within specific communities. We have begun
to see more clearly how urban social and economic processes
worked in places on the Rand like Sophiatown, Orlando (and
later Soweto;, and African urban areas in Cape Town, Durban
and Pretoria. As Paul Maylam (1361) suggested it is one of
the tasks of historians to show how Africans have been active
agents in urban areas, shaping their own environment and
resisting excessive administrative control over their daily
lives.* One urban African community with a long history of
African settlement and struggle against European state con-
trol is Alexandra.

Much of the recent work on the history of Alexandra has
focused on the European administration of the Township, local
political resistance and alternative structures set up by
various sectors of the population. My work ultimately hopes
situate the political manifestations of experience in Alexan-
dra within the broader context of economic, social and cul-
tural developments from early settlement to the 1963 decision
to attempt to transform the area into a hostel location for
single migrant workers.

Alexandra was founded in 1905 as a European freehold
area. However, Europeans were not eager to buy land so far
away from the centre of Johannesburg. Facing the prospect of
bankruptcy, the Township Company obtained permission to open
the area to "Coloured" and African settlement in 1912. As
the Township was laid out and approved prior to the passage
of the 1913 Land Act, it was exempt from the general provi-
sions of the Act. Thus, Alexandra became one of the few
urban areas where Africans could own land with security of
tenure.

The theoretical base for my work emerges from a reading
of popular culture theory which seems to test combine sophis-
ticated structural analysis witn the cultural experience of
people's everyday lives. The forms of popular culture can
only be understood historically against the background oi
various social Struggles, negotiations and compromises. In
this formulation, popular cultures consist:

... of those cultural forms and practices -- vary-
ing in content from one historical period to another
--which constitute the terrain on which dominant, subor-
dinate and oppositional cultural values and ideologies
meet and intermingle, in different mixes and permuta-
tions, vying with one. another in their attempts to
seoura the spaces within which they can be influential
in framing and organising popular experience and con-
sciousness. 2
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Thus, popular cultural forms and practices have their roots
in everyday life experiences whicn vary from time to time and
place to place. The economic, social and political struc-
tures at the local level cannot be abstracted into a uicler
context of urban social cr cultural historical processes
without first recovering local perceptions, aspirations and
desireE in continuous tension with the dominant culture. In
this way class, race, gender, and any other category of ana-
lysis, can be recovered without resort to structural abstrac-
tion. Rather, by moving beyond this, to look behind "the
historical peaks of dissider.ee and confrontation [to uncover]
the connective tissues of cultural life."3

In the case of Alexandra, most work has focused on out-
breaks of "heroic" manifestations of resistance to state and
capital in the form of bus boycotts, squatter settlements
and, more recently, on campaigns to save the township. This
is partially due to th« wider accessibility of evidence on
these issues. Yet these popular mass struggles are not the
only ways in which resistance has been expressed. Everyday
existence for the majority has meant struggling to survive on
sub-subsistence wages, fighting both starvation and diseases.

Belinda Bozzoli's introduction to the 1964 volume of
History Workshop papers focuses on the concept of community
as an analytical tool for the recovery of experience from
below. At this local level people form social, cultural and
political responses to the structures of the society in which
they live. Rather than presenting people in reaction to
state initiatives or capitalist transformations (which oper-
ate as processes rather than isolated events), "ordinary"
people are seen as active agents making their own hist'ory in
the experiences of their everyday existence. * However, this
history is never made in isolation from the social and eco-
nomic formations cf the society in which they live. The
hegemonic power of the political and economic elites define
the parameters ir. which oppositions} cultural forces operate,
although these parameters are always contested, creating tht
central dynamic in the process of forming lived experiences.

Bill Hassons 1987 History Workshop paper on District
Six provides a useful model for the recovery of popular cul-
ture in urban communities. Nasson used oral evidence to dis-
cern levels of popular experience not accessible in documen-
tary sources to see "how some fragments of leisure experience
moved in the lives and consciousness of people in District

Hy research is still at an early stage, but the basic
framework of the process of formation, disappearance and
emergence of political and social organizations in Alexandra
during the period running roughly from 1930 to 1963 has
become clear. This working paper explores these processes
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and suggest areas where more work both empirically and theoi-
etically must be done in order to recover, to the greatest
txtirit possible, th<5 cultural and political manifestations ot
the experiences of the people cf Alexandra from c.1930 to
1963.

Early Political History of Alexandra
In a memorandum for the City Boundaries Commission sub-

mitted by the Alexandra Coloured Associated Associations ir.
1935, an overview of the administrative history of the Toan-
ship was presented. It stated that frow the first the resi-
dents had a committee which looked after the common affairs
of Alexandra. The committee consistBd of "Coloured" and
African members. In 1915 the first committee came to1an end.
for reasons which were not explained, but in 1916 the commit-
tee was revived by the Township Company with one African and
one "Coloured" member. The first Health Committee (AHC) was
established in 1917 with four members. Members, of this coo-
mittee consisted of one representative each from the
"Coloured", Sotho, Xhosa and Zulu residents. In 1922 the
membership was increased tc four Africans and four "Colour-
eds", revised in 1326 to six Africans and two "Coloureds" due
to th« increased influx of Africans into the Township.6

The AHC financed its communal business from a sanitary
charge, which in 1924 amounted to 2s. per month. At that tine;
the Committee had 4500 in the bank which was later spent
enclosing a cemetery, planting trees, purchasing a cart and
twenty oxen and the beginnings of a road-making programme.
Later the charge was increased to 2s.Gd. to finance the pur-
chase of new sanitary buckets. By 1927 the sanitary service-
comprised over 900 buckets.'

The memorandum goes on to say that the affairs of Alex-
andra had suffered since 1S30 with the great increase in the
Township's population exacerbated by the Johannesburg Munici-
pality's clearance of its' slum areas, with many of the ais-
possessed moving to Alexandra to escape municipal control.
Interestingly, the Association blamed the European chairman
of the Board of ths AHC for squandering the Committee's
finances, claiming that part of the problem was that there
was no "Coloured" member en tha Committee at the time.6

This reference was the first mention of Europeans on the
AHC. Other evidence suggests that Europeans were involved in
the administration of Alexandra from the inception of the
Health Coni.tii:tee • in 191C. However, this evidence also con-
firms that the running of the affairs of Alexandra prior to
1930 predominantly remained in the hands of African and
"Coloured" members of the AHC.8

i
It was only with the abolition of Johannesburg slun

yards and the subsequent rapid increase in Alexandra's popu-



lation. that the state perceived, Alexandra's existence and
expansion as a threat. fcy JS33 the AHC was under heavy
financial stnin end was unable to keep up the very basic
services of bucket-servioe for sewage removal and road
maintenance. The Transvaal Native Affairs Department took
over control of the AHC, nominating a board of four whites,
two Africans and one "Coloured". H.G. Falwasser, a retired
member of the Native Affairs Department, was asked to head
the reconstituted committee.10 The fact that the Minister
for Native Affairs was to appoint the African and "Coloured"
nembers to the Committee caused considerable ill-feeling in
Alexandra.ii The AHC was reconstituted in 1941 with African
and "Coloured" representatives in a minority, but now
elected. Social ist. Act i ar. in its Hovember-December 1945
issue stated that out of a population estimated at 65,000,
only 700 were on the voters' roll, and only 50 votes were
cast in the 1944 elections for the" AHC.1-*

^ Relnriong anH Political Kcnnnmv it) Alexandra
It was clear that most Africans settled in Alexandra to

escape tha control of the Johannesburg municipality, whether
they were standholders or tenants. For standowners Alexandra
was the only place close to Johannesburg where they could own
land and be reasonably sure of their future security, while
for tenants, Alexandra provided a place to live that was not
surrounded by wire fences, was free from municipal controls,
and was reasonably close to Johannesburg. in an interview
with Lull Callinicos, a woman who lived in Alexandra fron
1929 to 1962. stated that many came to Alexandra because it
was comparatively simple to get a pass there, while Modikwe
Dikobe said people came to Alexandra because, in its early
days, it was free from the enforcement of the pass laws.13

According to Dikobe, in his 1984 History Workshop paper,
Alexandra consisted of two distinct classes. "Shackcwners,
who liked to term themselves landlords, and tenants. Land-
lords urged that tenants have no say in the township".M

From early on people involved in "official" local polit-
ical structures were the elite in the township, those owning
one or more stands, shop-owners, and landlords. This class
always defended their position by insisting that only recog-
nized standholders should be allowed to vote for represent-
atives. In the 1930s the standholders agitated for restric-
tions on the numbers of people allowed to settle in Alexan-
dra, fearing that too large an influx would undermine their
position and would also lead to greater state interference in
the running of the township. Furthermore, this class wantej
protective legislation to protect its dominant economic posi-
tion within the township. At a meeting of the AHC on 1 March
1942, African representative, J.H. Hrupe, proposed that the
Committee frame regulations for the prevention of peddling
and hawking within the boundaries of Alexandra by not allow-
ing any business to move from place to place, unless a 5s.
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fee was paid. 1 4

The interests of this group coalesced with those 01
the majority of residents of the township when their position
of pcwer was threatened, i.e. at ;times when the Health Coo-
mittee consisted of nominated members appointed by the Native
Affairs Department, or when removal of the township was pro-
posed intermittently from the late- 1930s. However, there was
an element of conservatism and .caution among standcwners.
Modikwe uikobe, in an interview with Tim Couzens, recalled
that during the 1944 bus boycott there was a clear distinc-
tion in the manner of protest between the workers and tfct
standholders. E.P. Mart Zulu was chairman of the Bos Boycott
Committee while Dikobe was secretary. Zulu was one of the
group who tried to decree that no meetings should be held in
public. Dikobe stated that the standholders were "dead
against a tenant taking part in any activities ... [tenants]
were even prohibited from holding meetings on the square"".
However, Dikobe continued that Zulu was for bus boycotts, but
against rent agitation.16 Therefore, while interests of
standowners and tenants merged on certain issues, the posi-
tion of each group in the local political economy provided
for different responses to exploitative issues.

One area for future research is to examine the develop-
ment of local business interests and how the emergence of a
accumulating class affected local experience and popular cul-
tural reproduction. African-owned township business in South
Africa has been much too under-researched, and group inter-
ests which have arisen out of African capitalist enterprises
are a vital area of urban African political economy which
must be understood both theoretically and empirically.

The African Liberator, in jits first issue of September
1925, encouraged Africans to patronise African owned busi-
nesses. It told readers that when "you go to Alexandra TOUTI-
ship see that you get on the 'United Alexandra Township Bus
Service' buses, which are an African Cooperative Enterprise
for the welfare and benefit of Africans as a whole".*7 Sup-
port for cooperative enterprises was very actively encouraged
with the paper asking: "Acting' together on the football
field, why can you not do likewise outside?" The article went
further; "Sportsmen in general, why do you leave the friendiy
spirit of sport behind in recreation grounds instead of tak-
ing it outside and using it for the economic and educational
uplift of your own Africans?" Africans were asked to take any
printing work to the Spes Bona Printing Works in Alexandra,
and any news to the African lihpfnt^r which hoped to becose
the national newspaper for Africans. This was all supposed to
gain the "respect" and "sympathy1' of "fair minded" Europeans.
A triple bonus for African capitalist enterprises would be
possible. First, there would be;an increase in business viz.
a viz. non-African competition. -Seoond, African «<•>! \A<*ri*v

i
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The Spoilers and th* Msooiis brought t-ns nuivies out or
the movie houses into thir streets of Alexandra, tor
real, guns, blood and all. 6 e

In the ir.id-1940s Amcncar. movies Mere screened in Alex-
andra at the King s Theatre. Some- of the films shown provide
examples of the influence of American cinema on the gang sub-
culture. The K i n g s Theatre advertisement in Inkukulf-kg on
12 llovember 1945 promots-d upcoming films such as "We Go
Fast", described as fallows; it s a fast and & thrilling one
for the motor-cycle squad:". Also advertised was "Crash
t>ive" and "Road Demon", both fast action pictures.BC West-
ern adventures Mere also popular and inspired

A more sophisticated analysis of the role of gangs in
Alexandra during the 1940s and 1950s is necessary in order to
recover how this aspect of township life, so often distorted
by white and African middle class press reports affected the
lives of Alexandra's residents.

f o r R p fi f> ?>r r h
Among the ar&as which I plan to investigate further is

the popular culture of brewing and drinking in Alexandra.
The popular culture of drinking was closely linked with that
of music and gangs. I also plan to examine the role of
churches in Alexandra. Finally, I will focus on the politi-
cal economy of health anci disease which was a significant
factor in the everyday life of Africans in Alexandra. Stat-
istics on health conditions are not good, but reports by the
Medical Officer of Health of the AHC provides seme useful
information on the level of dis&ase and health facilities in
the township.

Much work remains to be done in ord^r to recover, as
much as is possible, the experiences of the people of Alexan-
dra. The process whereby these experiences were generated is
crucial in understanding the ways in which society is rerro-
ducftd in a racially-based capitalist political economy. His-
torians must be cautious in writing "history from below", as
Parry has argued in the context of colonial Zimbabwe, "his-
tory from below is not simply the story of historic workers
standing against the massed ranks of capital and state but
encompasses the corners where colonialism cast its shadow but
could not fasten its chains".61
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